
Cold Justice + WIREWAX 

Viewer watches a Cold Justice video. The point of the video will be to allow 
viewers to explore cold case files, trying to solve murder cases by finding clues 
along the way. WIREWAX hotspots will create these clues through interactive 

points in the video. The hotspots will guide them through a series of stories and 
clips to help them discover who murdered each victim.
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Start Frame
Choose A Victim File

Upon starting the video, viewers will be prompted with the option to choose which victim file they would 
like to help solve. Their choice will transport them to a video about that particular victim, leading them to 
important places such as the scene of the murder, to statements and interviews from potential suspects.

Inside The Victim File Video
Bottom Toolbar

Within each victim file video, a bottom toolbar will appear to allow viewers to find out more information 
about the victim, as well as information on what scene they are currently viewing.

Hotspot & Overlay Type 1
Crucial Clue

These hotspots will animate upon hover to indicate to viewers that the hotspot has been activated. Upon 
tap, an overlay will appear containing important information and images pertaining to the case.

Hotspot & Overlay Type 2
Possible Suspect

These hotspots will be placed on certain people within the video. The corresponding overlay will allow viewers to 
listen to audio from suspect interrogations, and they may even add each suspect to their “Guiltly Line Up” if they 

feel the person may have been involved in the murder, adding them to the viewer’s bottom toolbar

End Card
Guess Who’s Guilty

Upon completing each individual victim video, viewers will be told how many clues they found, and be 
given the opportunity to test their detective skills by guessing who committed the murder.


